Name: Muslim Brotherhood in Bahrain

Year of Origin: Not determined.

Founder(s): Not determined.

Place(s) of Operation: Bahrain

Key Leaders:
- Al-Menbar MP Sheikh Mohammed Khalid¹
- Shaikh Isa bin Mohammed Al Khalifa²

Associated Organization(s):
- Al-Menbar al-Watani³

The Muslim Brotherhood began its operations in Bahrain in 1941, marking the establishment of the first major Brotherhood branch in the Gulf.⁴ The Bahraini branch of the Brotherhood, known as al-Menbar al-Watani,⁵ organizes charities and participates in the country’s political process, with the stated goal of instating Islamic laws into Bahrain’s constitution and charter.⁶ As with other branches in the Gulf, the Brotherhood has traditionally accommodated the ruling regime in Bahrain, and sought gradual reform toward an Islamist society.⁷ According to leaked U.S. diplomatic cables, the Bahraini government has funded the local Brotherhood via the Royal Court and Islamic banking sector.⁸ Despite this alleged cooperation, Bahraini authorities have

⁸ “Popular protests in North Africa and the Middle East (III): The Bahrain Revolt,” International Crisis Group, April 6, 2011,
given vocal support to neighboring states that have acted to repress the Brotherhood.9

The Brotherhood has a long history of social activism and political engagement in Bahrain. The Brotherhood got its start in Bahrain in May 1941, when a number of students at al-Hedaya al-Khalifiya school in Muharraq established a local Brotherhood chapter. The branch—originally known simply as the “Student’s Club”—adopted as its slogan the Quranic verse, “I only desire reform to the best of my power.”10 In 1948, the name was changed to al-Eslah Club when the group began to expand its role in society. In 1980, the group rebranded and became al-Eslah Society, describing itself as an Islamic civil society dedicated to Islamic ideology and purportedly based on ideals of inclusion and moderation.11

In the 1950s, Islamist campaigner Abdulrahman al-Jowder studied in Cairo, where he met Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna. After returning to Bahrain, Jowder helped establish al-Muharraq Library, which published and stored Islamist literature from Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon. He was also a founding member of the council for mosques of the Muslim World League and a founding member of the Islamic Charitable Organizations based in Kuwait. The Brotherhood’s influence has since spread throughout the country, in large part due to its recruitment efforts. Since the Brotherhood was established in the 1940s, the group has inaugurated a number of religious courses and arranged social activities to disseminate its message.12

The Brotherhood did not limit its activities to the religious sphere. Although the group’s primary focus was to serve as a charitable organization, the Brotherhood reportedly secured positions in the country’s Ministry of Education, serving in various administrative roles. In 1973, Jowder participated in general elections for the National Assembly but fared poorly, winning only 73 votes.13

In 1984, al-Eslah Society formed a political arm under the name al-Menbar Islamic Society.14 The global Brotherhood movement endorsed al-Menbar Islamic Society, calling it “a Bahraini


DURING THE ARAB UPRISINGS OF 2011, WHICH SPREAD TO BAHRAIN IN FEBRUARY OF THAT YEAR, AL-MENBAR ISSUED SECTARIAN CONDEMNATIONS OF THE PRIMARILY SHIITE PROTESTORS. IN JANUARY 2012, AL-MENBAR MP MOHAMMED KHALID DISMISSED THE PROTESTORS VIA TWITTER AS “TREASORS” AND AS “AGENTS OF IRAN” AND CALLED FOR VIOLENT RETRIBUTION: “IF YOU SEE A TRAITOR CROSSING THE ROAD, YOU MUST RUN THEM OVER AND KEEP GOING BECAUSE YOU ARE IN A COUNTRY WHERE THE LAW ALLOWS YOU TO STRIKE AND CRUSH THEM,” KHALID TWEETED. KHALID HAD PREVIOUSLY Spoken IN SUPPORT OF TERRORISTS FIGHTING U.S. FORCES IN IRAQ, REFERRING TO THEM AS “HEROES.”

AT TIMES, BAHRAIN HAS STOOD APART FROM THE RECENT TREND IN THE REGION TO BRING PRESSURE AGAINST SUNNI EXTREMIST MOVEMENTS AND PARTIES. IN MARCH 2014, BAHRAIN’S FOREIGN MINISTER KHALID BIN AHMED AL KHALIFA MADE HEADLINES WHEN HE ANNOUNCED THAT AL-MENBAR WOULD NOT BE CLASSIFIED AS A TERRORIST GROUP IN BAHRAIN. IN NOVEMBER 2014, AL-MENBAR WON TWO SEATS IN THE COUNTRY’S PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS.

ALTHOUGH NOT EXPLICITLY MENTIONING THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD, AL-ESLAH SOCIETY AND AL-MENBAR ISLAMIC SOCIETY ISSUED A STATEMENT DISTANCING THEMSELVES FROM ANY EXTERNAL RELIGIOUS IDEOLOGY TWO DAYS BEFORE THE START OF THE JUNE 2017 DIPLOMATIC CRISIS OVER QATAR’S SUPPORT OF TERRORISM.

---

**Muslim Brotherhood in Bahrain**

In the statement, they affirmed their alleged support of Bahrain’s leadership, constitutional rule, and efforts to root out terrorism. On June 5, 2017, Bahrain, the UAE, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia cut diplomatic ties with Qatar in response to that country’s ongoing support for the Muslim Brotherhood and other extremist and terrorist groups. The following month, Bahraini Foreign Minister Khalid bin Ahmed-al-Khalifa labeled the Brotherhood a terrorist group and threatened terrorism charges against any Brotherhood sympathizers. Nonetheless, he had previously praised the Brotherhood and said the group enjoyed a “special status” in Bahrain unlike in other countries.

History:

- **1941**: The Muslim Brotherhood begins its operations in Bahrain.
- **1948**: The Bahraini Brotherhood changes its name from the Student’s Club to al-Eslah Club.
- **1973**: Islamist campaigner and Brotherhood sympathizer Abdulrahman al-Jowder participates in parliamentary elections but performs poorly, winning only 73 votes.
- **1984**: Al-Eslah Club establishes a political arm, al-Menbar Islamic Society.
- **2002**: Al-Menbar Islamic Society wins seven seats in the country’s parliamentary elections.
- **2006**: Al-Menbar Islamic Society again wins seven seats in the country’s parliamentary elections.
- **2007**: The Muslim Brotherhood holds an interview with Dr. Salah Ali, then described as the chairman of the Brotherhood branch in Bahrain.

---

2010: Al-Menbar Islamic Society wins two seats in parliamentary elections.35

March 2014: Bahrain recalls its ambassador to Qatar in protest of alleged Qatari support for the Muslim Brotherhood.36

November 23, 2014: Al-Menbar wins two seats in parliamentary elections.37

June 3, 2017: Two days before the start of the Qatar diplomatic crisis, al-Esla Society and al-Menbar Islamic Society issue a statement distancing themselves from any external religious ideology and affirm their alleged support of Bahrain’s leadership, constitutional rule, and efforts to root out terrorism.38

June 2017: Bahrain, the UAE, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia cut diplomatic ties with Qatar in response to that country’s ongoing support for the Muslim Brotherhood and other extremist and terrorist groups. Two weeks later, the four countries issue a list of demands to Qatar, including that it cut ties with the Muslim Brotherhood.39

July 2017: Bahraini Foreign Minister Khalid bin Ahmed al-Khalifa labels the Brotherhood a terrorist group and threatens terrorism charges against any Brotherhood sympathizers.40

Violent Activities: Not determined.

Ties to Extremist Groups: Not determined.

Designations by Governments and Organizations: Not determined.

In Their Own Words:

Mohammed Khalid, Tweet, January 2012

Condemning the protestors of the Arab Spring:

“If you see a traitor crossing the road, you must run them over and keep going because you are in a country where the law allows you to strike and crush them.” (Tweet)\textsuperscript{41}